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Abstract— High fan-in and fan-out in read-write of memory 

requires more area, power, and causes large propagation 

delay .The number of transistor counts also increases due to 

large fan-in and fan-out. A simplified bit line technique for 

power optimization of memory proposed consumes steady 

power, requires less number of transistors and hence reduces 

the propagation delay for any fan-in and fan-out of read-

write memory. Adopting simplified bit line technique, we 

implemented 32-word 16-bits/word, 32-word 16-bits/word 

and so on, 1-read, 1-write ported register files in a 1.2-

V/2.5V. By using this technique  2n word x m-bits/words  

can be achieved with steady power consumption of 2.4mW 

for 1.2V/2.5V, this power consumption can be further 

reduced to half of present level by constraining the 

parameters such as temperature, speed, frequency of 

operation etc for processing technology.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE register files are critical 

components of modern microprocessors [1], [2]. The 

architecture of fast register files includes wide fan-in 

dynamic multiplexers in its read path to achieve single-cycle 

latency [4]–[7]. Similar wide-OR structures are also used in 

L0 caches, the match lines of content-addressable memories, 

rotator circuits, and programmable logic arrays. To perform 

a bitline (BL) read operation on a register file with registers, 

it requires a dynamic multiplexer structure with parallel 

inputs. Since the pull-down network and the output inverter 

must be preferentially skewed to achieve high speed, the 

noise margin of these dynamic structures, which is small 

even without skewing, is further degraded. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Bitline Techniques with Dual Dynamic Nodes for Low-                           

Power Register Files 

Wide fan-in dynamic multiplexers are one of the critical 

circuits of read-out paths in high-speed register files. 

However, these dynamic gates have poor noise immunity, 

which is aggravated by their wide fan-in structure, and their 

high switching activity consumes significant power. We 

present new footer voltage feed-forward domino (FVFD) 

and static-switching pulse domino (SSPD) designs for 

dynamic multiplexers. Both improve noise tolerance, and 

both reduce the switching power by limiting the voltage 

swing on the large bitline  

B.  CMOS Form of Wallace Range Exploitation Domino        

Logic Full Adder 

         The main objective of this project is to provide new 

low power solution for very large scale integration (VLSI) 

designer. Especially, this work focuses on the reduction of 

power dissipation, which is showing an ever increasing 

growth with the scaling down of the technology. Various 

technologies at the different level of the design process have 

been implemented to reduce power dissipation at the circuit, 

architectural and system level. It permits for commencement 

of analysis during a procedure block before its analysis 

section begins, and quickly performs a final analysis as 

shortly because the inputs are valid. 

C. Design and implementation of optimized dual port 

register file bit cell 

The memory bit cell is the most important block of any 

memory. It defines memory specifications and occupies a 

major portion of the area in any memory. Power 

performance & Area (PPA) are industry wide parameters 

which are used to evaluate a memory configuration. Larger 

the memory size larger is its power consumption. But 

designing the memory bit cell effectively minimizes the area 

consumption of the memory and the chip.  

III. MEMORY CELL 

A. SRAM cell 

The 6T SRAM cell saves one bit using two cross coupled 

inverters. The value stored by these cross coupled inverters 

is read or over-written using two access transistors. In 

Figure.1 Word Lines enable the access transistors during 

read or write cycle. The read and write happens through the 

Bit Lines (BL and BL bar). 

Suppose logic ‘1’ is to be saved in the SRAM cell. 

BL would be charged to logic ‘1’and BL bar would be 

discharged to logic ‘0’. These bit lines should be actively 

driven during the write cycle and the drivers should be 

strong enough to overwrite the feedback inverters. When 

WL is asserted, the access transistors are enabled and the 

value on the BL is written inside the cell. The same 

procedure is for writing logic ‘0’.  Suppose logic’1’ is 

stored at ‘Bit’. To read data out from the SRAM cell, 

initially BL and BL bar are charged to the supply voltage 

and then are put in high-impedance state. WL is then 

asserted and the access transistors are enabled. Logic values 

at ‘Bit’ and Bit bar are transferred to the bit lines and the 

voltage at BL bar will start to drop. As SRAM cells have 

highly capacitive bit lines, the cell is generally not able to 

swing the bit line to the full logic level. Typically sense 

amplifiers are used to detect the small variations on the bit 

lines and to give a proper logic output [7]. 

B. Address Decoder 

The decoders were designed using AND gates. The 5-

address bits and their inverse are assumed to be running 

across the length of the register file. The design of these 

address lines are modeled as shown in Figure 2. At a time 

only 1 bit is active, example 00, 01, 01 or 11 for 4*4 bits 

memory cell. These act as address for bitline. 
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Fig. 1: 6T SRAM Cell 

 

Fig. 2: 4 Address decoder 

C. Read Write Cell 

The following figure.3 shows read write cell. If write bar is 

high, each bit of data is written into the each 6T SRAM [7] 

Cell whose address is given by Bitline. If write bar is low, 

read operation takes place. Write operation is done by using 

Data-in and read operation is done by Data-out. 

 
Fig. 3: Read Write Control 

Table 1 below shows a 32*16 bits implementation 

of bitline cell with all the three components shown above. 

 

Table 1: Sample Of Bitline Implementation Of 32x16 Bits 

IV. DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR OPTIMIZATION 

This section explores different architectural optimization 

techniques that can be done to make the register file a low 

power, less area unit. Time multiplexing of read and write 

ports and partitioning of the register file. 

A. Time multiplexed register file 

Time multiplexing is a design technique in which the bit cell 

has fewer ports than the register file. As mentioned earlier, 

the target register file has four read ports and two write 

ports. In a fully time multiplexed register file, the bit cell 

would have only two read ports and one write port while the 

register file will still have four read ports and two write 

ports externally. This is achieved by making the internal cell 

array to work at twice the frequency of the system clock. 

B.  Necessity for time multiplexing 

The initial study of the existing time multiplexed memories 

suggested that time multiplexed design reduces the area of 

the cell array while the switching is almost the same as that 

of a non-time multiplexed design. There is an area and 

power overhead for the extra control circuit though. The 

extra control circuit and some sizing adjustment of 

transistors due to higher frequency may add to extra power. 

 It was decided to use the time multiplexed register 

file owing to the factors and observations 

mentioned below. 

 It was observed that parasitics contribute to a lot of 

power of the register file. Reducing the number of 

ports inside the cell will reduce the overall cell size 

by almost 50% and thereby reducing the size of the 

memory cell array. This will lead to shorter bit 

lines and word lines. 

 The number of bit lines and word lines will be 

reduced to half. This will reduce the coupled 

capacitance of the wires associated with 

neighbouring wires of the same metal layer. It will 

also be helpful to reduce cross talk. 

 The huge capacitance on the read bit lines is one of 

the factors responsible for destructive read 

problem. Reducing the bit line capacitance would 

help in solving this problem. 

V. FLOW CHART FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

The HDL description, modeling the register file, is first 

synthesized. It is then followed by Place and Route. The 

clock tree distribution is done next which distributes the 

clock signals to all the elements. As this design is based on 

flip-flops, the clock network has to be routed to 1024 flip-

flops and it takes about 10% of the power. Clock Tree 

Synthesis (CTS) is then performed where the clock signal is 

routed to all the elements that require it. Post CTS, the 

timing is extracted from Primetime to run the simulation. 

After extracting the Value Change Dump (VCD) file, which 

is a record of the signal switching activity, the power for this 

register file is extracted. Using the procedure mentioned 

above, the power of the standard cell based register file 

implementation can be obtained. Figure 4 shows the 

flowchart for different steps used in the register file using 

bitline technique for memory optimization. The 

combinational logic, which contributes to 65% of the power, 

is mostly the huge multiplexers which are used to connect 

the registers to the input write ports and output read ports.  
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 Despite the technological data and test stimuli used 

for simulations of standard cell implementation are the same 

as that of the full custom register file, there is a slight 

possibility that the power comparison may not be 100% 

accurate. This could be because the flow to obtain the power 

number is different for standard cell and custom register file. 

In this design, the standard cell one, there is no load at the 

output, unlike in the full custom design. It is however 

assumed that the primary output load would not have a big 

impact on the power of standard cell implementation. 

 

Fig. 4: Flowchart for implementation 

VI. RESULTS 

 

Fig. 5: 8x8 bits write cycle 

 
Fig. 6: 8x8 bits read cycle 

 

Fig. 7: 32x16 bits write cycle 

 

 When write signal is active writing into memory 

takes place and when its low read operation done as shown 

in figure 5, 6, 7 & 8. During read or write operation bits are 

stored with 1-bit into each 6T SRAM cell using bit lines BL 

as address. The address using BL takes the memory block 

directly to required cell avoiding the time delay, less power 

and less number of components to be used for making the 

whole layout. With the above technique and optimization we 

can design m*n bits with stated advantages. Figure 5, 6 

shows a 8*8 bits implementation and figure 7, 8 shows 

32*16 bits implementation. 
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Fig. 8: 32x16 bits read cycle 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The two versions - read time multiplexed with partitioning 

and read/write time multiplexed with partitioning, 

mentioned in Section 5.5, can be chosen as the best design 

alternatives. There is a trade-off between power and area to 

pick up one of these as the best implementation. If area is an 

important consideration, then the read/write time 

multiplexed design would be the more viable option. Also, 

another consideration should be the number of transistors 

per bit cell. The lesser the number of transistors, the more 

compact is the layout. A compact layout directly translates 

to shorter wires and less power dissipation due to parasitics. 

As the read time multiplexed version has a higher number of 

transistors than the other version, optimizations in layout to 

reduce the parasitics are limited. On the other hand, the 

layout of the read/write time multiplexed design has more 

room for improvement. 

The following tasks are proposed for further optimizations 

and to get low power and less area values. 

A. Data Forwarding and write protection handling 

In case the same memory word is accessed for both writing 

and reading in the same cycle, the output would be 

unpredictable. In this thesis it has been assumed that this 

situation would not occur. If data forwarding is necessary a 

separate hardware module needs to be implemented or it 

should be handled by the scheduling hardware and software. 

Moreover, if more than one write port tries to write same 

word in the same cycle, the results would be unpredictable. 

A mechanism needs to be developed to make sure that no 

word is accessed by more than one write port. 

B. Improvements in the layout 

As has already been noticed, the parasitic contribute 

significantly to the overall power. The layouts of the 

memory cells can be made more  compact. This directly 

translates to reduction in  parasitics which in turn reduces 

the overall power dissipation. 

C. Use of SRAM transistors 

SRAM transistors are specifically meant for memories. A 

full custom layout using these transistors could be made and 

simulated. 
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